At present in England, only London has a
franchising system under the direction of an
elected mayor, and the most newsworthy action
saw London bendibuses withdrawn and replaced
by something big, ugly and useless. You can
decide for yourself whether this is a reference to
Boris or the New Routemaster. NEXUS, the
equivalent of Centro in Tyne and Wear, proposed
bus franchising in that area, causing major
objections from local bus operators such as Stagecoach and Arriva until the proposal
was turned down on 3 November 2015.
A TfL New Routemaster
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The other area to propose franchising was Cornwall due to the appalling state of bus
services in the county. The old Western National network had been taken over by
First, who abandoned a large swathe through the centre of the county, leaving this
area to be served by Western Greyhound. A major arson attack at the depot of the
latter left its services in tatters and a later takeover of the company resulted in it
closing down. First Kernow reinstated services This 16 year old bus is by no means the
oldest in the First Kernow fleet
in the area, but the buses that they used
throughout the county were mainly life expired,
resulting in cynics suggesting that buses were
only transferred to Cornwall when they were
ready to be dumped over the cliffs at Land’s
End. Cornwall County Council were given
powers to franchise the bus services in July
2015 but announced the following November
that it had no “immediate” plans to do so.
However, it would appear that the threat of franchising forced First Kernow to take
positive action in May 2016 by announcing the delivery of 30 brand new double deck
buses for normal services, the first since the days of Western National.
Thus, with an elected mayor, the West Midlands would be allowed to franchise
services if they so desire. However, the West Midlands is already considered to be
at the forefront of partnership working with private bus companies for the benefit of
passengers. After earlier partnership agreements with both National Express and
Arriva, the ITA launched its ground-breaking Bus Alliance partnership agreement last
November which will see private bus operators invest more than £150m over the next
five years on new, low polluting buses and other improvements, including smart
ticketing technology. Every bus company in the West Midlands has joined the
Alliance which is the first partnership of its kind in the UK.
We can only hope that the West Midlands Combined Authority, with the power of the
Bus Services Act behind it, can force local bus companies to provide decent
interchange facilities and services at all local railway stations. Only time will tell if this
can be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION
Better integration of public transport at railway stations is essential in the future if we
are going to encourage rail travellers to get to and from their local railway station
without using their car. It is true that Centro has built superb free car parks at many
stations in the West Midlands but these are now reaching saturation point. The car
park at Stourbridge Junction has been extended twice and now accommodates over
1,000 cars, but this car park’s success is measured by the fact that it reaches
capacity at around 8 am every morning.
The Stourbridge line is lucky that it has two stations with superb
bus stations alongside - Cradley Heath and Stourbridge Town.
However, interchange facilities could be better at most stations and
are appalling at some.
This special issue looks at the current situation regarding interchanging between bus
and train at Stourbridge line stations.
It considers how things could be improved by adopting ideas used in other areas
through two articles, first published in the Newsletter supplement in 2014, but now
updated. It then reports on a very productive meeting between SLUG and Centro
and finishes by looking at recent announcements that offer encouragement that
major improvements could take place in the near future.
Let’s start with a quick quiz. The answer to the question below will be found on page
18 and offers an explanation to some of the observations made in the articles on
pages 3 to 15.
QUICK QUIZ
Which of the following pairs is the odd one out?
a. Brighton

b. Bristol

c. West Midlands

In addition, June 2016 saw the creation of the West Midlands Combined Authority
and Centro was absorbed into the new organisation as Transport for West Midlands
(TfWM). As well as the seven West Midlands metropolitan councils, Cannock Chase,
Nuneaton and Bedworth, Redditch, Tamworth and Telford also have representatives
in the Combined Authority, as has the Black Country, Coventry and Warwickshire,
and Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local Enterprise Partnerships. The new
authority will have an elected mayor - a pre-condition imposed by the Government
before they provided funding for projects such as the Camp Hill chords, Rowley
Regis turnback and Metro line to Brierley Hill.
The website for the West Midlands Combined Authority sets out its priority for
transport.

We need a fully integrated rail and rapid transit network that connects our main
centres with quick and frequent services, and that increases the number of people
who can readily access HS2 stations and main centres. By delivering this, we will
reduce transport’s impact on our environment, improving air quality, reducing
carbon emissions and improving road safety. The resulting network will enable the
efficient movement of goods to help businesses to connect to supply chains, key
markets and strategic gateways.
It is hoped that this priority action can be achieved.
BUS SERVICES BILL 2016
by Roger Davis
On Friday 20 May 2016, the Government
published its Bus Services Bill as announced
in the previous Wednesday’s Queen’s
Speech. The Bill will give councils new
powers to work in partnership with bus
companies to improve journeys for
passengers, and bring in new technology
including on-board Wi-fi. It would also allow
A National Express Platinum bus introduced technology companies to download ‘open
as a result of a partnership agreement.
data’ with route and timetable information, so
they could introduce new apps to benefit passengers.
All councils will be able to enter into new ‘enhanced partnerships’ with bus
companies under the new law. At present, councils have to invest in costly new
infrastructure before they can create a partnership – even if it is unnecessary.
Areas with an elected mayor will get the power to bring in bus franchising, where they
think it is appropriate, and say what services should be run in their area, just like in
London. Other councils, beyond the areas with an elected mayor, will also be able
to franchise buses if they get permission from the Transport Secretary.
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QUICK QUIZ ANSWER

INTEGRATED PUBLIC TRANSPORT ON THE STOURBRIDGE LINE

The answer to the quick quiz on page 2 is c. West Midlands. The reason is that the
owner of the local train service operator differs from the owner of the major bus
operator in the area. In the West Midlands, the local rail service (London Midland) is
partially owned by Go Ahead while the major bus company is owned by National
Express. In Brighton, Go Ahead owns both Southern Railway and Brighton & Hove
Buses while First owns both Great Western Railway and First West of England buses
in Bristol.

Just how good are the bus services that serve Stourbridge line stations? Let’s look
at each station in term to discover just how easy it is to access the station by bus.

a. Brighton (Go Ahead)

b. Bristol (First)

c. West Midlands (NX)

This probably explains why information about connecting bus services is so much
better in Brighton and Bristol than in the West Midlands. Looking back to the
previous Central Trains franchise, the rail operator and bus operator were both
owned by National Express and, in those days, bus information and leaflets were
available at local stations.
However, this is not the full story ....
WEST MIDLANDS RAIL AND WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED AUTHORITY
by Roger Davis
When the Central Trains franchise was awarded, Centro was a co-signatory of the
agreement which enabled them to specify service levels, frequency and fares. It also
gave Centro influence over the information available at stations. However, when the
London Midland franchise was awarded, the Department for Transport (or DafT as
many observers, the author included, know it) removed Centro as a co-signatory and
the franchise was fully specified and funded by civil servants in London.
It is now known that control of the next West Midlands rail franchise will be shared
between West Midlands Rail, a consortium of local councils, and the Department for
Transport. The franchise will be split into two business units to enable full devolution
of West Midlands services to WMR in the following franchise, due to start in about
2024.

JEWELLERY QUARTER. National Express services 8A and
8C (Inner Circle) pass the station exit. Service 101 stops close
to the Clock Tower on Warstone Lane 300 yards from the
station, while services 16, 74 and 75 stop in Great Hampton
Street also 300 yards from the station. All routes provide
frequent services all day, 7 days a week.
THE HAWTHORNS. No bus service passes the Hawthorns
station since service 53 was rerouted a couple of years ago to
avoid congestion on junction 1 of the M5, and the service that
replaced it (50A/50C) also followed the new route. As a result,
the closest bus services are services 74 and 75 which stop on
Birmingham Road close to the West Bromwich Albion football
ground 600 yards from the station. These routes provide frequent services all day,
7 days a week.
SMETHWICK GALTON BRIDGE. Bus services 80 and 87
stop close to the entrance to the station on Oldbury Road.
Services 54, 54A and 83 stop in Telford Way, 650 yards
from the station. All services operate 7 days a week,
although services 54 and 54A do not operate in the
evening. A connection from Londonderry to the station
entrance used to be provided, firstly on service 89 and
then on service 46, but these services now operate by a more direct route that does
not serve the station.
LANGLEY GREEN. Service 120 passes the station, linking
Birmingham to Oldbury and Dudley regularly 7 days a week.
This service picks up in Western Road. Services 89 and 128
stop in Tat Bank Road, about 400 yards from the station. These
services operate half-hourly all day 7 days a week.

Hopefully, this will mean that, when the next franchise starts in October 2017, the
management of West Midlands stations will transfer to the West Midlands business
unit. Therefore, the information available at stations will be decided locally and
detailed information on where to find local bus stops, plus local bus timetables and
maps, should be available at every station for the benefit of rail users.

ROWLEY REGIS. Services 127 and 231 stop close to the
station entrance, the former a half hourly service during the
day (hourly evenings on Sundays) and the latter hourly
Monday to Saturday daytimes only. The most frequent
service near the station is service 4/4H/4M which operates
a very frequent service from stops in Oldbury Road 500
yards from the station. The only problem is information,
as it would be very difficult for anybody to find the 4/4H/4M bus stop without
assistance from somebody who knows the area.
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OLD HILL. Old Hill is by far the worst served
Centro area station on the line as far as bus
services are concerned. The only service
passing the station entrance is the Centrosubsidised service 12 which operates hourly
on Monday to Saturday daytimes. Previously
National Express West Midlands had served
the station with services 247/248, then 242,
then 244, then 222 and finally 297/297A
before withdrawing the service due to lack of
patronage. Service 129 stops in Station Road
over 300 yards from the station but this also only operates on Monday to Saturday
daytimes. To access evening and Sunday bus services, a 700 yard walk to Halesowen
Road is necessary for services 244 and X10, the latter having replaced services 141
and 241 on 24 July 2016.
CRADLEY HEATH. Cradley Heath is served by the
superb Centro bus interchange which opened in
July 2015. National Express operates regular
services 4M, 129 and X10 which all serve the Merry
Hill shopping centre, while smaller operators
operate services 14, 24, 124 and 208. The only
problem is that, although National Express
operates 8 buses per hour, it is often possible to
wait over 15 minutes for a bus and then see 3 or 4
turn up together. The timetable change on 24 July 2016 shows a joint 10 minute
frequency on routes 4M and X10. Time will tell if this actually happens!
LYE. National Express service 276 passes the station,
providing a 20 minute service during the day and a 30
minute service on evenings and Sundays. A walk of
about 300 yards is needed to access the high
frequency service 9 in Provident Street (towards
Halesowen and Birmingham) or Stourbridge Road
(towards Stourbridge). Services 298 and 299 also use
these stops but only operate hourly on Monday to
Saturday daytimes.
STOURBRIDGE TOWN. Stourbridge Town is alongside
the superb Stourbridge Interchange which provides bus
services to many parts of the Black Country (including
9 to Birmingham, 246/257/276/X96 to Dudley and 256
to Wolverhampton) as well as services 125 to
Kidderminster, Bewdley and Bridgnorth, 227/228 to
Kinver and 318 to Bromsgrove.
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Stourbridge Town is the most likely interchange for passengers arriving from
Worcestershire to the Black Country. Bus service levels on trunk routes are generally
very good.
However, Roger raised concerns about bus number 256 to
Wolverhampton which has only an hourly Sunday service. There are solutions to this
but they involve changing the
Kingswinford route diagrams and
interworking with the 255 and 257.
Reviewing links to Wolverhampton
is an option in the Sandwell and
Dudley Bus Review.
Rob raised a point about the
structure of the West Midlands
Combined
Authority.
This
organisation is set to replace
WMITA. For the first time, public
Stourbridge Interchange
transport strategy will be decided
by a more geographically representative body. The Stourbridge Line and its cross
city extension pass through three counties. Rob’s question was “Would cross
boundary bus services be improved by an injection of centralised funding?” It is too
early to answer this question but examples of external investment such as
Bromsgrove Railway Station are clearly a success, giving benefit to West Midland
County road traffic. A similar approach to cross county bus services might pay
dividends. In the present political climate, ongoing tendered services would be
unacceptable but perhaps “Kick – Start” initiatives might change the perception of
semi –rural bus services being a dying breed.
The meeting concluded with a dialogue about traffic gridlock caused by Merry Hill
shoppers. Infamous bottlenecks were identified such as Quarry Bank High Street
and Brettell Lane. Centro are currently reviewing the journey speeds of a number of
key strategic routes in the West Midlands. In the Black Country one of the routes
being reviewed is service 4, journey speeds and areas of delay are being analysed.
A subsequent piece of work will also take place to understand what available
solutions, and their associated costs, are available to reduce the identified delays.
Brettell Lane is a different kettle of fish because problems originate in Brierley Hill
High Street: The Brierley Hill By-Pass is being by passed! Frustrated motorists are
reverting to the old route and the problem is being compounded by illegal parking
and unloading in the town centre. As a result, trunk bus services 246 and 255 are
being delayed and so the bus/train connection option is unattractive.
Rob and Roger left the meeting, having covered the elements of the SLUG campaign
for bus integration with the Stourbridge Railway Line. The principle is shared by the
managers of Centro. All parties were willing to continue the dialogue at a future date.
If an occasional meeting and a few tweaks to train and bus timetables takes a few
cars off the road, it leaves more room for essential motor car journeys.
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The vast majority of bus services in Sandwell and Dudley are commercial and it is up
to the bus operator if it wants to serve a railway station or not. The remaining bus
services are contracted out and the routes and timetables specified by Centro. The
Dudley Bus Review invites all bus operators to see how they can work together to
provide a better network, giving access to places of employment, education, health
care, tourism and onward travel.
Rob and Roger began by discussing principles: The Group believes that travel
information, both visual and audible are of paramount importance at the start of the
journey and throughout. Roger pointed out that signage and bus route maps were
not always located at stations, leaving strangers to the area, ignorant and confused
when trying to make the next leg of their journey. Roger provided examples of good
information practice which he had witnessed in Brighton & Hove. Leaflets and
timetables do not need to be glossy or over-designed. A good information sheet
should be easy to read and simple to understand. Route maps and the relationship
with other modes of transport are essential. Rob handed over examples of
Worcestershire bus timetables and remarked on the inclusion of tourist information.
Steve pointed out that large print timetables could not be produced for bus stop
cases owing to the restrictions of the computer program which produces them. Very
often the bus timetable is dwarfed by the casing in which it is framed. However, a
standard bus stop timetable case might be required to display several timetables and
so the text is standardised too.
Roger raised the point about bus stop flags. The flags are nearly always named by
location but this does not correspond with Traveline which is the search engine for
the industry. Bus stops in the West Midlands County carry a unique individual code
number and Roger requested these codes to be matched online. This would make
it easier to text or e-mail the location where early or late running occurred.
Roger then explained SLUG concerns that train to bus connections were not ideal at
stations such as Cradley Heath. In the other direction, bus to train works well with
the Stourbridge Line frequency but on the return journey, bus services are often
grouped together in narrow time slots. Steve and Richard agreed to look at this
problem in the Sandwell and Dudley Review process.
The frequencies of the Stourbridge Town branch shuttle also aid bus connections at
Stourbridge Town Interchange. Alongside Cradley
Heath and Halesowen, this interchange is a much
improved experience compared with Dudley and Merry
Hill Centre bus stations. Centro has both of these
locations in its sights. Dudley will be revamped when
Metro trams reach the town but Merry Hill Centre bus
station is privately owned by Intu and Centro can only
Cradley Heath Interchange
act in an advisory capacity where redevelopment is
concerned, however Centro are in regular contact with Intu and a positive working
relationship has been developed.
- 16 -
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STOURBRIDGE JUNCTION. The bus stops serving
Stourbridge Junction are in Brook Road, about 250
yards from the station. Services 142 (to Halesowen),
276 (to Merry Hill and Dudley), 287 (to Merry Hill) and
288 (to Norton) serve the station, the first two operating
all day 7 days a week and the last two operating
daytimes only. The bus stop on the main car park is no
longer used by regular bus services.
HAGLEY. Buses operate from Worcester Road or Park Road
about 350-400 yards from the station. Service 192 operates
from Halesowen to Kidderminster and 318 from Stourbridge to
Bromsgrove. Both services operate Monday to Saturday
daytimes only, with the 192 hourly and the 318 two-hourly.
BLAKEDOWN. Service 192 operates from Birmingham Road every
hour on Monday to Saturday daytimes. The stop towards
Kidderminster is about 140 yards from the station, with the
Halesowen bound stop about 100 yards further on.
KIDDERMINSTER.
Services either
operate from the station forecourt or
Comberton Hill.
Although there are
through services to Stourport (15),
Bromsgrove and Redditch (42), Bewdley,
Bridgnorth and Stourbridge (125),
Droitwich (133), Halesowen (192) and
Worcester (295/303), only service 42
operates on a Sunday (every 3 hours) and
there are no evening services on any route.
Worcestershire County Council are
finalising the rebuilding of Kidderminster railway station and a bus interchange on the
forecourt, and are in discussion with Diamond on providing better services to the
rebuilt station. Let’s hope that they are successful.
HARTLEBURY. No bus service serves the
station. In fact, the only route is service 303
which operates hourly on Monday to Saturday
daytimes between Kidderminster and
Worcester. The bus stop in Worcester Road
is over 500 yards from the station. What is a
pity is the fact that no bus service connects
the station with Stourport as this is the perfect
railhead for a town with a population of over
20,000.
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DROITWICH SPA. Droitwich Spa station is poorly
served by local services 18 (hourly), 19A (hourly) and
20 (half-hourly), all of these services operating Monday
to Saturday daytime only. Intermittent services 133
to Kidderminster, 354 to Holt Heath and 355 to
Worcester also serve the station. These services
operate from Ombersley Way, about 150 yards from
the station. The main bus stops are in Ombersley
Street East in the town centre about 700 yards from the station.
WORCESTER SHRUB HILL. Bus services operate
from Shrub Hill Road about 150 yards from the
station. Local service 38 connects Worcester with
the Worcestershire Royal Hospital regularly during
the day and operates on Sunday daytimes. A late
evening service is provided on Fridays and
Saturdays only. Regional services are provided
intermittently to Redditch (350) and Grafton Flyford
(356). For a major station, the bus service
provided is appalling.

If this standard of bus information can be
made available in other parts of the country,
why isn’t it available in the West Midlands?
Centro produces excellent maps and bus
timetables, but none are available at any
railway station.
Even the Birmingham City Centre map,
which would be a boon to a visitor arriving
at one of the three City Centre stations, is
only available in the largely anonymous
Travel Centre at New Street station.

One of the six
area maps

Network WM
Bus Timetable

In addition, in Central Trains’ days, a linear map of the Stourbridge line was displayed
in all trains, showing connections available at each station. The Class 172s operate
almost exclusively on the Stourbridge line, so there is no reason why similar maps
cannot be displayed on these units, if not in the current franchise then in the next
one.

WORCESTER FOREGATE STREET. Being in the city
centre, Foregate Street station is convenient for all bus
services in the Worcester area. Bus services stopping
outside the station entrance include 36/36A to
Warndon (half hourly on Monday to Saturday, hourly
on Sunday), 37 to Bevere (half hourly on Monday to
Saturday), 144/144A to Droitwich, Bromsgrove and
either Birmingham or Catshill (every 15 minutes
Monday to Saturday, hourly on Sunday) and 303 to Kidderminster (hourly on Monday
to Saturday). The 144 is the only route with evening services. The Bus Station is 450
yards from the railway station and could be reached by catching any of the above
services. Bus routes to all parts of Worcestershire depart from the Bus Station.
Full details of all of the above services are available on the Stourbridge Line User
Group website, either under the Timetables tab or on each individual station page.
www.stourbridgelineusergroup.info/timetables.html www.stourbridgelineusergroup.info/stourbridge%20junction.html

Therefore, it is hoped that the situation in the Midlands will shortly improve with some
of the initiatives introduced in Brighton and Bristol implemented at our local stations.
It has to be realised that, despite the excellence of the car parks provided at West
Midlands stations, an alternative to car travel must be promoted. There are a number
of reasons to be optimistic that this will happen.
THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS
by Rob Hebron
Traditionally in April, the Stourbridge Line User Group reviews its campaigns. The
process evaluates what has been achieved and what still needs to be addressed.
High on the list is the aspiration to improve public transport integration with
Stourbridge Line train services. With this in mind, it seemed timely to contact the
management of Centro which is the executive arm of the West Midlands Integrated
Transport Authority. A good proportion of Stourbridge Line stations fall within the
boroughs of Dudley or Sandwell. With a forthcoming Dudley Bus Review on the
planning table, Rob Hebron and Roger Davis set up a meeting with Richard Hardman
(Centro Area Manager, Black Country) and Steve Hayes (Centro Network
Development and Delivery Manager) to add input on behalf of SLUG members.

Richard Hardman
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Brighton
As at Bristol Temple Meads, there is one main exit for pedestrians, although recent
improvement work on the concourse at the station has seen the Travel Centre and
Booking Office moved to a new site at the side of the concourse. Once again,
extensive bus information is available.

1

2

3

1. Above the main exit door, real time bus information.
2. Outside the Travel Centre, a full range of bus service information documents
including timetable and fares information and a City map.
3. Outside the railway station and adjacent to the bus stands, an information kiosk
manned during office hours giving full timetable and fares information.
However, the one area in which Brighton is much superior to Bristol is in the standard
of the printed bus information that people can pick up and take with them. Timetable
leaflets are available for each of the tourist routes, while the following information is
also available for visitors.

1

2

3

4

1. A very informative leaflet explaining to rail passengers that, if they show their rail
ticket to the bus driver when they board a bus at Brighton station, they can enjoy
one day’s unlimited travel for only £3.30.
2. The reverse of leaflet 1, showing the bus routes that emanate from Brighton station
along with a map of the city centre.
3. Bus Times : Brighton & Hove’s comprehensive A4 bus timetable giving information
on all bus routes in Brighton, including those operated by other companies, plus
comprehensive maps, full fares information and other information for visitors to
Brighton.

GETTING TO THE RAILWAY STATION BY BUS
By Roger Davis
According to the advert on the side of
this National Express West Midlands
bus, it is your ticket to ….. work,
shopping, days out, pub, hospital,
cinema, nights out, school, college,
gym, park and friends ….. but not to
the railway station apparently.
It should not be surprising that railway
station is not in the list as NXWM’s
track record shows that it gives this
low priority. In the past few years,
routes have been moved away from railway stations regularly.
● Three routes removed from Solihull station to “improve reliability” including the 966
route which linked Chiltern Railways passengers with Birmingham Airport and the
NEC. There are reports that the 966 link at Solihull may be reinstated this autumn.
● Service 53 rerouted away from The Hawthorns station.
● Service 89 rerouted away from Smethwick Galton Bridge.
● Service 238, which served Cradley Heath station, replaced by service 289 which
doesn’t.
● On 29 May 2016, the frequent service 37 routed away from the Bus Interchange at
Olton Railway Station.
In July 2014, the 297 route in the Black Country was
withdrawn south of Merry Hill, meaning that residents in
the Saltwells area lost their direct bus connection to
Cradley Heath station, while Old Hill station lost one of its
two direct bus services. The section of the route around
Old Hill station was withdrawn because of “low patronage”.
However, given that buses passed Old Hill station at 11
and 41 minutes past each hour in both directions, trains from Birmingham arrived at
12 and 42 and trains to Birmingham departed at 07 and 37, it does not take a genius
to realise that it was of no use whatsoever as a connecting service for rail passengers,
who faced a wait of over 25 minutes for their onward journey. If pigs ever did learn
to fly and Chiltern Railways introduced a half-hourly non-stop train service from Old
Hill to London departing at quarter past and quarter to each hour, NXWM would
probably operate a connecting service arriving at ten to and 20 past each hour,
withdrawing it the following year because nobody used it!

4. Pocket Bus Times : A pocket sized document showing a summary of bus route
frequencies, plus a detailed map of the full Brighton & Hove bus network.

Since then, service 297 has gradually been reduced in frequency and was withdrawn
by NXWM on 29 May 2016, to be replaced by an hourly service operated by Central
Buses, which itself is being withdrawn during August 2016.

- 14 -
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Centro promotes integrated public
transport. Its website contains the
following mission statements.

Bristol Temple Meads
The only exit from Bristol Temple Meads station is via the 1870s Booking Office
(redesigned by the Luftwaffe in 1941), and it is impossible to get out of the station
without noticing at least one of the following.

● We are responsible for delivery of
public transport in the West
Midlands. Our aim is to create a
world-class
public
transport
network delivered by a best in class
organisation.
● We invest to improve the regional
transport structure, working towards an integrated public transport system that's
safe and secure. At the same time we are busy planning for the future.

1

2

3

4

5

Unfortunately, Centro has no control over a bus company’s commercial services at
present. If a company decides to withdraw or reroute a bus service, then it will do
so and whereas Centro can object to the change, it cannot stop it.
Centro does have control of the printed timetable leaflets, on-line timetables and the
information posters at bus stops and all three of these fail in one crucial area. It’s
probably true that one of the most famous symbols in the country is the British Rail
double arrow (=), introduced as the BR logo in 1965, and still used to indicate the
location of a railway station 20 years
after the demise of BR. In the days of
the National Bus Company and WMPTE
buses, every bus timetable used = to
indicate that the timing point was at or
near to a railway station.
Since
deregulation, most bus operators have
ceased to do this. Even Stagecoach,
who continued to indicate an adjacent
railway station in their printed and pdf
timetable booklets up to 2014, has now
stopped doing so, although it is good
to see that some companies, especially Go-Ahead companies such as Plymouth
Citybus and Brighton & Hove, still do so.
Unfortunately, Centro timetables do not show this information and it must be asked
which of the following provides the better information :
Stourbridge, Bus Station
and Cradley Heath, Interchange
OR Stourbridge, Bus Station = and Cradley Heath, Interchange =.

6

7

7

1. On a pillar alongside the exit door, a map showing the bus stops, a list of routes
in numeric order and the frequency and departure stop of each route.
2. On the next pillar, an alphabetical list of destinations, showing the routes that serve
each destination.
3. On a third pillar, a live departure board and bus stop map.
4. Prominently displayed in the booking hall, a rack of First bus timetables. This
photo was taken at 7 pm on a Saturday. When I passed the rack at 9.45 that
morning, the rack was full, with the entire 2nd row filled with timetables for routes
8 and 9 which connect Temple Meads with the City Centre and Clifton.
5. Alongside the first bus stop just outside the entrance hall, a comprehensive poster
listing all information on posters 1 and 2.
6. Alongside the first bus stop just outside the entrance hall, timetables for all routes
that use that stop.

Additionally, interchange with Midland Metro stops should also be displayed on the
printed bus timetables, for example Birmingham, Snow Hill Queensway =M.

7. On the path from the booking hall to the bus stops, posters direct passengers to

-8-
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bus services 8 and 9.
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FINDING YOUR BUS AT A RAILWAY STATION
By Roger Davis
It seems very easy. You are on a train and have to change onto a bus at your
destination station to complete your journey. The problem is finding the bus stop
having arrived at the station.
National Rail does try to help by producing Onward Travel Posters for each station.
Unfortunately, there are three problems with these posters.
● They are often out of date. For instance,
posters were updated at Birmingham Moor
Street station early in March 2011, just a
couple of weeks before a major Centro Bus
Review of bus services in East Birmingham
saw many services withdrawn or
renumbered. The poster remained on
display for over a year with the out of date
information. As an example, the route to Lea
Hall was shown as being route 13, even
though that route had long since
disappeared.

Centro has introduced its own symbols
for bus (orange), train (green) and tram
(pink) services, and might prefer to use
these in the timetables rather than the
more widely recognised =. Bus stop
posters do display the bus symbol to indicate bus interchange at bus stations.
However, they should also display the rail and tram symbols for locations where
interchange to other modes of transport is available, for instance the train symbol
should be displayed alongside Stourbridge, Bus Station on these posters to
emphasise that train services operate from alongside the bus station.
If Centro is serious about promoting integrated public transport, then all forms of
transport must be promoted on their printed bus information.
The question is whether integration
between bus and train services is done
better elsewhere. One example of good
practice is, as usual, Brighton & Hove, a
bus company that is nationally renowned
for innovation, initiative and top quality
operation. Brighton & Hove only changes
its timetables twice a year, in April and
September. About 2 to 3 months before
each change, it publishes full details of the
changes. The following are extracts from
the changes documents and show just four of twenty changes made this decade to
improve connections at railway stations.

● The posters are displayed in locations that
are not easily seen. For instance, at
Birmingham Snow Hill, the poster is hidden
in a corner behind the train destination
posters.
● Some stations do not display the posters.
For instance, there is no information at
Birmingham New Street, although a Centro Information Office is located out of
sight around a corner which only a minority of passengers pass now that the new
concourse has opened, thus proving difficult to find especially as there are no
directions from the main concourse. Therefore, passengers will find it difficult to
find the stop for a number 9 bus to Halesowen, even during office hours.
● Many stations only display the posters on one platform. For instance, at Rowley
Regis there is a poster on the exit from the eastbound platform which will not
passed by passengers arriving from Birmingham. Therefore, finding the majority
of buses that run close to the station is difficult.

April 2011 : Service 1/1A : The early morning journey from Mile Oak at 6.09 am via
Portslade Station and Brighton Station is advanced by 3 minutes to 6.06 am to
improve train connections. At Portslade, the train will connect better with the 6.27
am London Bridge train and at Brighton it will connect better with the 6.40 am Gatwick
Express and 6.51 am Victoria trains.
April 2012 : Service 27 : The first journey from Westdene is advanced by 4 minutes
and the first journey from Saltdean advanced by 3 minutes to improve train
connections. These adjustments have been suggested by regular passengers.
September 2014 : Service 18 : Following feedback from passengers that the stop at
Frederick Place is inconvenient for Brighton Station, the route will be changed to serve
the stops at the front of the station.

Therefore, could more be done to help rail passengers transfer seamlessly from train
to bus? The answer is yes and there are many stations where the local authority
and/or bus company have made an effort. As examples of good practice, let’s look
at two stations that have got it right.

April 2016 : Service 12A : One morning journey from Chyngton Estate on Mondays
to Fridays is re-timed to give a better connection with the London train from Seaford
Station at 6.54am.
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One of the more impressive facilities operated by Brighton & Hove is the centrally
located travel centre called the “1 Stop Travel Shop”. It stocks B&H information and
timetables, and timetables for other local buses, coaches and train services (including
Virgin, CrossCountry, East Coast and London Midland). It also sells bus, coach and
train tickets, and has ticket machines to allow people to collect coach and train tickets
booked on-line without having to go to the nearest station with a ticket machine. This
is integrated transport at its best.

On the operational front, B&H operates branded buses on twelve of its regular services.

It can be seen that the = can be clearly seen on the side of each bus indicating that
the route passes a railway station. For routes
operating via Brighton station, it is also displayed
on the front of the bus. However, the best branding
in the world will not work if the service itself is not
up to scratch. It is a well known fact that bus
service frequencies have deteriorated over the past
50 years… or have they? The two major routes
from Hove to Brighton Station are services 6 and
7. They operate along parallel roads with the 6
operating about half a mile south of the 7.
In the 1960’s, the 6 operated every 10 minutes. By the time of devolution in the 80s,
the frequency had dropped to every 20 minutes. Since then, single deck buses
replaced double deckers, the frequency increased to every 15 minutes then to every
12 minutes, older branded double deckers took over the service, brand new branded
double deckers took over the service in 2011, and finally the frequency increased to
every 10 minutes in 2014.
- 10 -
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1960s

1970s

1980s

2010s

2000s

1990s

The 7 was one of a group of services that operated every 5 minutes between Hove
and Brighton stations in the 1960’s. By devolution, only the 7 remained and this
operated 8 times per hour. However, it had fallen foul of the trend in the 1980s of
cutting out the side panels of Ford Transits, fitting windows and seats and calling
them minibuses. Since then, the frequency has not changed but the intervening years
have seen larger minibuses, midibuses, old branded double deckers, brand new
branded double deckers and finally brand new electric hybrid double deckers.

1960s

1980s

1990s

2010s

2000s

1990s

Brighton & Hove has proved that by providing excellent, frequent, well publicised
services with modern buses, and by taking notice of passengers’ suggestions, people
will use the bus to get to the railway station. Bus operators in the West Midlands
could learn a lot by studying how Brighton & Hove have achieved this success.
You have to wonder whether the 297 would have worked with modern buses branded
Stickley Estate ● Gornal Wood ● Russells Hall ● Merry Hill ● Cradley Heath = ● Old Hill = ● Halesowen
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